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ABSTRACT
Adapting traditional learning scenarios to the claims of modern learners is for most of us no longer optional – existing scenarios have to be adjusted in order to stay in demand. However, it has to be kept in mind that integrating e-learning – regardless of which extent – also brings with it lots of new aspects to be considered. Moreover, this conversion also requests more flexibility which, in turn, leads to a possibly increased effort for managing and maintaining blended learning scenarios. Therefore, this paper suggests the utilisation of agile e-learning development for an efficient management of high quality blended learning scenarios. Four key aspects, that can be applied and need to be taken care of, have been derived and are outlined. Hence, this paper delivers a guideline – worth to be considered – for everybody implementing blended learning scenarios.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The constant change of roles from teachers to trainers or – even better – mentors also brings with it a transition of learning and teaching cultures. New technologies and methods – or basically new media – are supposed and often already demanded to be adopted. Of course, there are different scenarios to employ these new technologies. To our understanding, the most common ones are those using traditional face-to-face teaching supplemented with e-learning tools and elements – so called blended learning scenarios. The idea presented in this paper is to employ agile methods – originally arising from software development – to integrate e-learning elements into classical teaching scenarios in order to efficiently design, create, and maintain interactive and dynamic blended learning scenarios. Acting on the assumption that face-to-face lectures will typically deliver basic content on the one hand and are – at least if desired and fostered by the lecturer – more dynamic per se, a possible focus is on designing suitable e-learning elements. Hence, a guideline for agile e-learning development is deduced from agile software development principles. However, to do so, our understanding of modern learning and one possible way to define good teaching need to be described first.

2. TEACHING AND LEARNING IN BLENDED LEARNING SCENARIOS
There are some determining factors that everyone planning to adopt and apply a blended learning scenario should be aware of. First of all, an application of new technologies builds on qualifications of teachers and learners that should not always be taken for granted. Just as well, competences for online tutoring like communication, presentation, and motivation are demanded to guide learners through the entire learning process. The role of a teacher shifts from being a tutor to being an online coach (Busch and Mayer, 2002,
The disregard of these prerequisites often results in the failure of whole concepts. *Media literacy* needs to be acquired just like expertise in communication in order to be able to work as well as communicate appropriate and efficiently in virtual environments.

*Communication* is an important – or maybe even the most important – success factor in e-learning scenarios and particularly in blended learning scenarios where face-to-face phases and virtual stages need to be linked. The only way to prevent misunderstandings and a lack of information is intensive and bidirectional communication. More and more, this change insists on self-dependent trainers capable of the required skills as well as being able to pass them along to their students (Bermejo and Díaz de Junguitu, 2010). Like O’Sullivan and McGlynn (2010, p.150) states “a key role of the higher education instructor is to communicate enthusiasm to their students. […] teaching has changed from the traditional didactic lecture to use of active learning strategies.”

### 2.1 Ways of Learning

Apart from being supported by new technologies or not, teaching also needs to consider some insights on learning that have been gained in order to be successful. Ex-cathedra teaching – pure lectures without any interaction and simply unidirectional communication – is not only unattractive but also limits learners to be recipients of information avoiding reflection and discussion (Haslinger et al., 2009, p.2). To overcome these limitations, the concept of “activating teaching” – as e.g. described by Haslinger et al. (2009) – has been developed. Alongside with didactical aspects this concept also reveals how technology can easily be employed to encourage students to actively participate in courses. Therefore, it is one of the natural next steps to integrate designs like that into blended learning scenarios enabling the desired interaction. As a consequence, *modern learning* is not expressed by ex-cathedra teaching supported with web-based technologies but implies the proposition of added value to the learners – including capabilities for collaboration and discussion that have not been available in the past such as lecture recordings, discussion forums, wikis, blogs, or others.

### 2.2 Quality of Teaching

To be successful it is crucial to ensure quality of learning scenarios. Specific quality management models, such as EFQM¹ and Kirkpatrick (Schreurs, 2006) or PAS 1032², demonstrate the complexity of e-learning. However, these models are often accompanied by a multitude of processes and theoretical considerations. For that reason, and due to the effort for implementation, their suitability for daily use needs to be questioned.

Trying to find manageable ways to ensure quality of learning offers, Henrich and Sieber (2009, pp. 144) defines five crucial success factors for blended learning scenarios: *concept, creation, maintenance, utilisation, and participation*. As from now, we enhance this concept by adding the key factor developed in this paper – *communication*. Similar thoughts and approaches can, for instance, be found in Gurba (2010).

### 3. AGILE E-LEARNING DEVELOPMENT

Interactive and dynamic learning offers at a high quality level, such as E-tivities by Salmon (2002), require increasing flexibility of tutors in designing learning scenarios. Looking at other domains, the change from process- and phase-oriented procedures to agile approaches in order to foster dynamics has proven itself, especially in information technology (Meyer et al., 2008, p. 306). On account of this, an application of agile development to the field of teaching and learning should be considered. Among others, due to the fact that agile approaches are particularly suitable for maintaining a high quality level and quickly adjusting to new demands, e.g. by applying continuous bidirectional feedback.

---

2 German Institute for Standardization, standard DIN PAS 1032 – Learning, education and training focusing on e-learning
“[...] the teaching process is, in many ways, very similar to the software development process. It involves multiple parties with different objectives (sometimes conflicting), a very tight schedule to get things done, a fixed deadline, limited resources und a lot of expected/unexpected changes along the way.” Chun (2004, p.12)

Analogies to the software development process can be found easily. Therefore, based on the *Manifesto of Agile Software Development*, we defined a likewise guideline for the agile development of e-learning scenarios. A comparison of traditional project management, agile software development and the deduced principles for agile e-learning development is shown in table 1. The four depicted – and very closely related – aspects of agile e-learning development are going to be looked at closer in the following.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Processes and Tools</td>
<td>Individuals and Interactions</td>
<td>Personalised Learning Processes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comprehensive Documentation</td>
<td>Working Software</td>
<td>Usability of Learning Utilities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contract Negotiation</td>
<td>Customer Collaboration</td>
<td>Learner Centred Design</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Following a Plan</td>
<td>Responding to Change</td>
<td>Flexible Course Concepts</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 3.1 Personalised Learning Processes

To allow a smooth and legally immaculate processing of blended learning courses, a *transparent environment* is needed. Ensuring that every participating actor knows what is expected of him is an indispensable prerequisite for a successful experience. Hence, these general conditions should be made available at a spot easy of access like an online course website. They need to be employed to put down the rules for the course, which should – amongst others – at least deal with the subjects organisation, assessment and exam modalities, copy right, communication, and collaboration (Haslinger et al., 2008).

However, it has to be kept in mind that learning is an *individual process*. Therefore the defined environment needs to be binding and flexible at the same time. Besides following strict and official rules, each learner needs to be allowed to derive his own personalised learning process from these guidelines. Personalisation can e.g. take place by incorporating individual applications for learning, enabling the choice among several equivalent learning assets, or by allowing unique activities to get a grade.

### 3.2 Usability of Learning Utilities

Creating plausible and attractive multimedia course materials is not always simple. In addition to experience and a high degree of media literacy, plenty of creativity is needed. It is not always possible to prepare multimedia learning content with justifiable effort. Moreover, some aspects – most of them simple and intuitive – have to be taken into account to foster successful learning with multimedia learning material.

Nielsen (1993) – who is considered to be one of the originators of software usability – defined several guidelines and lots of these can also be applied to digital learning material. Alongside with learnability, rememberability, efficiency, and reliability (Feichtinger et al., 2010, p. 1867), the experience – or, put in other words, the satisfaction of being able to handle and apply something – is one of the most important aspects for a high usability (Nielsen, 1993, p. 26).

However, the best prepared content is of no use for learners, if it is available in unusual formats, not transferable to other devices, or even obsolete. For that reason – in addition to an appealing design – constant maintenance and adaption to new circumstances have to be utilised in order to keep a permanent motivation to actually use the content. A regular control of access rates can be of evidence concerning usage and acceptance. To accomplish a high acceptance, an informal survey of demand among learners on technologies and media they prefer for learning is suggestive as well.

Considering the fact that mobile devices – such as smart phones or tablet PCs – are gaining in importance, numerous additional factors need to be incorporated into designing learning material. To mention just two of them, context and the design principle “less is more” have to be kept in mind. Ideally, applications and learning material should be able to adjust to a *learner’s context*, e.g. regarding previous knowledge on the interface or the content itself. In doing so, intuitive and fault-tolerant interfaces are of advantage to draw a
learner’s attention to the content – and not being distracted by handling learning material or the surrounding application (Moe, 2004, pp. 1187). Finally, “less is more” should be the basic idea behind every learning material. A concentration on content helps to design learning material and – most important – it also helps learners to focus on essential aspects and avoids distraction. Following this principle, additional information as well as unnecessary design elements should be removed and treated separately. (Uther, 2002, p.1)

3.3 Learner Centred Design

Defining good teaching is hard and often impossible. Undoubtedly, lots of experience in teaching is helpful when it comes to creating blended learning scenarios. Enthusiasm for the subject and enjoyment of work with students are also aspects fostering motivation on both sides (O’Sullivan and MyGlynn, 2010, p. 151). Though, intrinsic motivation is maybe most important for achieving the desired learning goals. As argued by Pucher et al. “the most important thing teachers can do is to allow them to study in an easy, pleasant way” (2010, p.5).

A consequentially close collaboration of both groups – tutors and learners – allows a target group specific design and the successful realisation of blended learning courses where students are highly motivated and the results live up to expectations for everybody. Moreover, tutors need to be able to take criticism and be open to suggestions for improvement from learners. Learners should be in the centre of every course design.

3.4 Flexible Course Concepts

Flexible course concepts allow a quick reaction to unexpected occasions which are being likely to appear in a blended learning course. Examples of such trouble are easy to find – non-functioning servers for delivering assignments, virtual troublemakers (e.g. impertinent forum posts) or delays of the schedule that are beyond the sphere of influence of a single tutor. A rapid and unbureaucratic reaction allows a still timely finish of the course and also contributes to a positive attitude amongst learners.

A target group specific design asks for a continuous feedback-loop involving tutors and learners (Schaumburg, 2004). Often, suchlike communication can be implemented using tools provided by learning management systems or using individual developments (Tripp et al., 2010). Regular feedback is the only way to perceive and solve occurring problems. To be able to recognise these as soon as possible and beforehand at best, it is indispensable for tutors to actively attend the online parts of their courses. Presence and active participation are important and crucial success factors (Henrich and Sieber, 2009, p. 145 and Haslinger et al., 2009, p. 5).

4. CONCLUSION

To use a mix of traditional teaching and e-learning units as blended learning scenario has, by now, often become part of daily routine in teaching. Nevertheless, these best practices still need to be transferred to solutions suitable for everyday life and inherent parts of modern curricula.

In our opinion, the development of blended learning scenarios and the adaption of e-learning scenarios can benefit from using agile concepts. Adjusting fixed methods of instruction to changing circumstances or varying target groups will be mandatory in the near future. Different learners – which are expected to have no identical needs at all, maybe similar profiles at best – are attending the same course within the series of semesters. Hence, a rapid adaption of teaching material and – most important – teaching concepts is required to successfully work with motivated students. In order to be able to manage the creation and maintenance of such blended learning scenarios we determined four key aspects to be taken care of – personalised learning processes, usability of learning utilities, learner centred design, and flexible course concepts.

First experiences have shown that agile approaches – combined with three crucial soft skills communication, creativity, and enthusiasm evolved above – can be of significant help to overcome parts of everyday difficulties in teaching. An exemplary detailed description of our experiences can be found in Haslinger et al. (2009) and Henrich and Sieber (2009). Medium- and long-term suitability needs to be subject to further research.
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